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At last, capital markets have begun to adjust to the idea that earnings will not grow that much in 2020, and perhaps even shrink.

By our estimates, we are about 6 to 12 months away from the full materialization of a global economic slowdown. After ten years of free

leverage that fueled the richest bull market of the post-war era, investors today have accumulated too much capital in comparison with

the number of decent investment opportunities available. In an environment of diminished global growth, by 2020 these opportunities

will further decrease and leave cash rich investors pursuing – and distorting – relatively unexplored avenues, of which only a small portion

will be successful in the following 10 years.

A number of indicators are converging towards this conclusion, as follows.

Political turmoil

By now, it should be clear that the US-Sino trade war is only the beginning of a new era of confrontation between the two major

civilizations. It is happening along the same lines of the past 24 civilization clashes, but the scale of the current one is the largest recorded

in history. In such crucial confrontation, both countries’ authorities are trying to protect their respective economy.

In the US, as the monetary lever is greatly reduced in power, the fiscal lever will be increasingly used in the future to stave off the loss of

earnings. In themselves, negative interest rates at FED level will be the same thing as a tax on wealth, which will further harm financial

and real assets’ valuations. Furthermore, the clash is unlikely to cease when Trump goes – even assuming he wins another presidential

mandate. The administration is plagued by internal ruptures, impeachment proceedings and the overall political environment, similarly to

the one in Europe, is divided, extreme and increasingly demagogical.

From its side, China is not without its own internal challenges. The currency is being used to alleviate the loss of exports, which have been

in free fall for a good six months now. From a sovereignty perspective, without mentioning Taiwan and the numerous disputes of

maritime sovereignty in the South China sea, Hong Kong on its own has been a challenging thorn in the Party’s side for over three months

now, with violent street confrontations between authorities and youngsters, a reality that only five years ago was unimaginable.

In other regions, Europe is also weighed down by political divisions, zero growth and a faltering German economy, whose products have

seen reduced demand abroad. The country is in a technical recession and talks of injecting 50bn euros into its economy will face criticism

from an European Union point of view. The UK are engulfed in an embarrassing and frankly unexpected political crisis around how to

leave the EU – all the while losing reputation, business and investment appeal. Japan stopped growing in the late 1990s and remains

economically stagnant to this day. Tensions in the Middle East between Saudi Arabia and Iran have increased, with the latter taking

pleasure in provoking the former, who’s got the backing of a US administration that does not want to engage militarily.

In such a polarized environment, global business will much likely see diminished earnings in reorganizations and reconstructions for at

least another full year.

Fundamentals

The trade war triggered changes that have now begun to touch the fundamentals of even the strongest economy. From a trade balance

perspective, the US are still losing about $50bn per month while the Chinese have seen their surplus only slightly reduced. In addition,

despite being early into the third quarter’s earnings season, many US companies warned earnings will suffer as a consequence of the

worsening of existing headwinds. In other words, headwinds were always there from an industrial point of view, but the new uncertain

economic environment has magnified them by holding off capex and decreasing demand for products and services. Historically, a

deterioration in earnings is associated with a warning to a possible recession coming in 5 to 18 months.

From a macroeconomic perspective, much of the investors’ attention is focused now on the October 4th reading for US unemployment,

which is at its historical lowest (3.63%). What’s the chance it’ll go lower? Very little. As unemployment even so much as rises by half a

percent, investors will conclude that US businesses are beginning to cut labor and costs in preparation for diminished earnings.

In addition to that, consumer confidence is at its peak and has an equally lower chance to improve substantially from current levels. This

situation fuels fear of an actual contraction in consumption, which is the ultimate driver of GDP for mature economies.

Market indicators

How’s the market digesting these political and fundamental uncertainties? Well, capital is increasingly not finding a decent home, to put

it metaphorically. Opportunities with a decent growth trajectory and satisfactory returns are fewer and far between.
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The result is that the bar of acceptability has gone down sensibly even compared to only two years ago, with US dollar

denominated junk bonds now yielding an average of 6.5% and the S&P500 trading at an EBITDA multiple (a proxy measure for

the cash generated by a business) of more than 13 times – an equity valuation bestowed on the fastest growing and highest

profitable businesses. In simple words, the market does not remunerate capital nearly enough compared to the risk investors are

running by holding high yield bonds, and considers as extremely successful a business that is about to lose money, although only

for a couple of years. In addition, the inverted US yield curve tells us that it is cheaper to borrow money for ten years instead of

three months, which is a capitalistic anomaly and strong indicator of bad things to come.

The giant weight of leverage further complicates the picture: wealthy individuals, businesses and even governments have fueled

their growth in wealth by contracting debt for a good ten years now. While this is not unusual or unexpected in normal times, the

magnitude of the current debt compared to the size of global GDP is increasingly looking unsustainable. Put it differently,

leverage has virtuous properties if kept contained, but it rapidly becomes a serious burden if returns and growth decrease

rapidly, as it will be the case in 2020.

Investors’ appetite

Another sign that decent investment opportunities are now rarely available can be found in the recent string of IPOs in the US.

We are seeing extremely expensive valuations given to businesses that never made a profit or a positive return and look miles

away from achieving it. But that’s not enough: the fundamentals seem shaky, unsound and in some cases non-existing. These

IPOs are not just losing steam, but some of them have been shelved, while other highly sought after “unicorns” revealed

themselves as unsustainable. This is exactly the same trend that produced the 2000 dot com bubble.

Another consideration behind this typically late-cycle phenomenon is the role that private equity and venture capital played in

arriving to this point. The abundance of capital looking for few decent opportunities first pushed listed companies to excessive

valuations and then spilled over all the way up to private companies, especially startups with disruptive approaches – yet

unprecedented, hence with an unknown effect. The 1-year post-IPO market performance of Uber, Lyft, Slack, Pinterest, Dropbox,

Snapchat and Peloton show how investors’ appetite is rapidly drying up for hyped up, very expensive and fundamentally unsound

businesses. Yet again the existence and failure of these businesses – such as that of unlistable WeWork – is a necessary pain that

any economy has to go through, because from this sea of failures the next chapters of economic evolution will emerge in the

next 10 years – exactly as it happened during and after the 2000 bubble.

To sum up, the whole picture in the US looks like this, with blue lines showing recessions.
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